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A cortical-brainstem circuit predicts and governs
compulsive alcohol drinking
Cody A. Siciliano1,2,3*, Habiba Noamany1, Chia-Jung Chang1, Alex R. Brown1,2,3, Xinhong Chen1,
Daniel Leible1, Jennifer J. Lee1, Joyce Wang1, Amanda N. Vernon1, Caitlin M. Vander Weele1,
Eyal Y. Kimchi1, Myriam Heiman1, Kay M. Tye1,4*

What individual differences in neural activity predict the future escalation of alcohol drinking
from casual to compulsive? The neurobiological mechanisms that gate the transition from
moderate to compulsive drinking remain poorly understood. We longitudinally tracked the
development of compulsive drinking across a binge-drinking experience in male mice. Binge
drinking unmasked individual differences, revealing latent traits in alcohol consumption and
compulsive drinking despite equal prior exposure to alcohol. Distinct neural activity signatures of
cortical neurons projecting to the brainstem before binge drinking predicted the ultimate
emergence of compulsivity. Mimicry of activity patterns that predicted drinking phenotypes was
sufficient to bidirectionally modulate drinking. Our results provide a mechanistic explanation for
individual variance in vulnerability to compulsive alcohol drinking.

M
ore than 80% of adults are exposed
to alcohol during their lifetime (1), yet
less than 30% will develop an alcohol
use disorder (AUD) (2). How exposure
to alcohol can produce such disparate

outcomes between individuals remains poorly
understood.
Compulsive alcohol drinking, defined as

continued drinking in the face of a negative

consequence (3, 4), is a distinguishing
feature of AUDs (5). The medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC) is critical in mediating path-
ological drug-seeking behaviors, including
compulsion (6–10). Both preexisting (11–13)
and alcohol-induced changes in PFC func-
tion can contribute to maladaptive behaviors
including compulsive drinking (14–17). Al-
though rodent models have advanced our

understanding of drinking behavior (14, 18–21),
neural correlates are typically assessed at
a single end point, after long-term expo-
sure to alcohol, thereby occluding indi-
vidual differences in compulsion vulnerability
as well as the longitudinal nature of its
development.
We developed a “binge-induced compulsion

task” (BICT) to assess how predisposition in-
teracts with experience to produce compulsive
drinking (Fig. 1A). Initially, an auditory con-
ditioned stimulus (CS+) predicted delivery of
sucrose until animals reliably responded (see
the materials and methods). During pre-binge
(days 1 to 3), the CS+ predicted delivery of
alcohol alone (15%). On days 4 to 5, increasing
concentrations of quinine, a bitter tastant
used as a punishment (3), were added to
the alcohol (alcohol+quinine). During binge
drinking (days 6 to 19), animals had unlimited
access to water and alcohol for 0, 2, or 4 hours
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Fig. 1. Binge-induced compulsion task (BICT)
for tracking the emergence of individual
differences in compulsive alcohol drinking.
(A) Schematic of the BICT. (B) Individual animals’
alcohol consumption. (C) Normalized distributions
of alcohol and alcohol+quinine consumption
during the post-binge conditioning phase plotted to
classify each animal’s alcohol-drinking phenotype,
which was applied post hoc to the dataset.
(D) Alcohol use index. (E) Average performance
across the pre-binge alcohol-only sessions
(days 1 to 3) did not differ between groups [one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA), F(2,11) = 1.922,
p = 0.19]. (F) During post-binge conditioning
sessions, high drinkers and compulsive animals
consumed more alcohol (one-way ANOVA,
F(2,11) = 15.41, p = 0.0006). (G) Concentration
required to produce an IC50 calculated from
pre-binge conditioning data (one-way ANOVA,
F(2,11) = 430.3, p < 0.0001). (H) After binge
drinking, compulsive animals exhibited robust
punishment-resistant alcohol intake compared
with both low and high drinkers (one-way ANOVA,
F(2,11) = 1298.0, p < 0.0001). All post hoc compar-
isons used Tukey’s test: **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
Error bars indicate ± SEM.
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per day, producing high, “binge-like” levels of
alcohol intake (22). During post-binge (days
20 to 26), animals returned to the pre-binge
conditioning context, in which alcohol alone
was presented for 3 days, followed by alcohol
+quinine for the next 4 days (Fig. 1A). Intake
volumes correlated with blood alcohol con-
tent (fig. S1).
The BICT allows for longitudinal assess-

ment of two behavioral outcomes associ-
ated with diagnostic criteria for AUDs (5):
alcohol consumption and continued con-
sumption despite negative outcomes. After
binge drinking, there were wide individual
differences in drinking, both in the absence
and presence of quinine (Fig. 1B). Three
phenotypic classifications were made based
on post-binge behavior: mice that displayed
low alcohol intake with and without pun-
ishment were termed “low drinkers”; mice
that showed high levels of alcohol drinking
but were sensitive to punishment were
termed “high drinkers”; mice with high lev-
els of drinking that persisted with punish-
ment were termed “compulsive” (Fig. 1C).
Values from the alcohol-only and alcohol
+quinine distributions were summed to cre-
ate an “alcohol use index” for each animal
(Fig. 1D).
Each animal was classified on the basis

of its behavior during post-binge and desig-
nation was retroactively applied. Mice that
were eventually divided into the three sub-
groups showed no detectable differences in
unadulterated alcohol intake before binge
drinking (Fig. 1E). After binge drinking,
low drinkers’ intake decreased, even in the
absence of punishment (Fig. 1F and fig. S2D).
Before binge drinking, compulsive animals
showed greater resistance to punishment
than both low and high drinkers, as mea-
sured by the concentration of quinine re-
quired to produce a half-maximal effect on
alcohol consumption [half-maximal inhib-
itory concentration (IC50); Fig. 1G and fig.
S2E]. After binge drinking, this phenotype
was exacerbated as compulsive animals
showed a robust insensitivity to punish-
ment (Fig. 1H and fig. S2F). Longitudinal
examination highlighted a substantial di-
vergence among groups when punishment
was present: high drinkers showed increased
sensitivity to quinine’s effects on alcohol
intake after binge drinking, whereas com-
pulsive animals showed decreased sensitivity
(fig. S2G). There were no group differences
in alcohol consumption during binge drink-
ing (fig. S2H).
To determine whether phenotypic dif-

ferences in drinking reflected responses
to punishment in general and were not
driven by quinine-specific effects, we pun-
ished alcohol consumption with foot shock
(fig. S3A). Phenotypic drinking behavior was
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Fig. 2. Activity in mPFC-dPAG neurons during initial experience with alcohol is a vulnerability marker
for future alcohol abuse-like behaviors. (A) Monitoring mPFC-dPAG activity using in vivo calcium
imaging. (B and C) Field of view (B) and activity traces (C) from example cells. (D) Agglomerative hierarchical
clustering of calcium activity traces during the first session of pre-binge (n = 13 animals, 352 cells).
(E) Smoothed and averaged peristimulus time histograms per cluster. (F) Cluster designations are to the
right of each neuron’s heatmap of z-scored trial-averaged activity. (G) Differences in distributions of activity
during alcohol consumption (Fisher’s exact test: **p < 0.01). (H) Population activity from lick-responsive
neurons. Inset: Area under the curve (AUC) for each trace (one-way ANOVA, F(2,10) = 4.531, *p = 0.039; Tukey’s
post hoc test, *p < 0.05). (I to K) Balance of excitatory–inhibitory activity during alcohol consumption in
the first pre-binge session plotted against each animal’s alcohol use index. No correlation between the
excitation–inhibition balance during initial exposure and alcohol use index from pre-binge data (I) or from binge
drinking (J). (K) Increased inhibitory activity during alcohol consumption during initial exposure predicted
heightened pathological-like drinking behaviors during post-binge. Error bars indicate ± SEM.
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retained, demonstrating that these behav-
ioral traits are reproducible and generaliz-
able (fig S3, B and C).
We reasoned that mPFC circuits involved

in “top-down” control of avoidance behav-
ior may underlie susceptibility to developing
compulsive drinking behaviors. The peri-
aqueductal gray (PAG) is involved in re-
sponding to aversive events (23–27), as well
as negative affective states and hyperalgesia
during alcohol withdrawal (28, 29). mPFC
neurons projecting to dorsal PAG (mPFC-
dPAG) encode aversive events (24). We hy-
pothesized that functional deficits in
mPFC-dPAG neurons could disrupt aversive
processing to drive compulsive drinking.
We used cellular-resolution calcium imag-

ing (30) to visualize the activity of mPFC-
dPAG neurons during the BICT (Fig. 2).
An anterogradely traveling virus allowing
for cre-dependent expression of GCaMP6m
was injected in the mPFC and a retrogradely
traveling virus carrying cre-recombinase was
injected into the dPAG (Fig. 2A). A gradient-
refractive index lens (fig. S4) and a head-
mountedmicroendoscope allowed observation
of calcium dynamics. An example field of view
illustrates neurons imaged during the BICT
(Fig. 2B) and extracted activity traces (Fig. 2C).
Hierarchical clustering performed on activity
from 352 neurons aligned around initiation of
alcohol consumption during the first pre-binge
session revealed eight distinct clusters (Fig. 2,
D and E).
Although there was no difference between

groups in alcohol intake during the “alcohol-
only” sessions throughout pre-binge, dynam-
ics of mPFC-dPAG neurons during alcohol
consumption differed between the pheno-
typic groups (Fig. 2F). During the initial
alcohol experience (day 1), more mPFC-dPAG
neurons exhibited inhibitory responses for
compulsive animals than for low drinkers
(Fig. 2G). mPFC-dPAG neurons displayed
more excitatory activity in low drinkers
than in compulsive animals during alcohol
consumption (Fig. 2H). A small propor-
tion of mPFC-dPAG neurons displayed re-
sponses to the alcohol-predictive cue (CS+)
(fig. S5).
Although there were no detectable differ-

ences among groups in behavioral perform-
ance during initial alcohol exposure (Fig. 1, B
and E), the neural response during initial
exposure predicted the future development
of compulsive drinking (Fig. 2, F to H). The
proportion of excitatory to inhibitory re-
sponses of individual mPFC-dPAG neurons
for each animal did not correlate with be-
havior during pre-binge (Fig. 2I) or binge
drinking (Fig. 2J), but did correlate with
post-binge behavior >2 weeks after the neu-
ral recordings during initial exposure were
collected (Fig. 2K). A support-vector machine
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Fig. 3. Inhibition of mPFC-dPAG neurons drives compulsive drinking but does not alter drinking in the
absence of punishment. (A) Strategy to inhibit mPFC terminals in the dPAG. (B) Inhibition of mPFC terminals in
the dPAG was preferred in a real-time place preference task (unpaired t test, t(27) = 2.647, *p = 0.013).
(C) Photoinhibition did not alter locomotion (unpaired t test, t(27) = 0.1191, p = 0.91). (D) On test days, water
or alcohol spout contacts triggered a photoinhibition period. During the test, the quinine concentration was
increased across days (alcohol bottle only). (E) Example alcohol lick event records. (F) The concentration of
quinine required to decrease alcohol spout licking to 50% of baseline (IC50) was greater in NpHR animals
(unpaired t test, t(13) =22.05, ***p < 0.0001). (G) No difference in licking for water between groups (unpaired
t test, t(13) = 0.016, p = 0.99). (H) Alcohol drinking punished with foot shock. (I) Foot-shock amplitude required to
attenuate alcohol spout licks by 50% of baseline [half-maximal inhibitory amplitude (IA50)] was increased in
NpHR animals (unpaired t test, t(10) = 6.498, ***p < 0.0001). (J) Alcohol drinking in the absence of punishment.
(K) Photoinhibition did not alter licking for alcohol in the absence of punishment (unpaired t test, t(8) = 0.045,
p = 0.97). Error bars indicate ± SEM.
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decoded future behavioral selection of drinking
(go) versus not drinking (no go) based on
the activity of mPFC-dPAG neurons during
consumption of alcohol on the previous
trial (fig. S6). This supports the notion that
this circuit plays a key role in triggering
the transition from moderate to compul-
sive drinking.
To test whether mimicking endogenous

activity could alter behavior, we bilater-
ally expressed halorhodopsin (NpHR) in
mPFC neurons and implanted bilateral optic
fibers over the dPAG (Fig. 3A and fig. S7). In
a real-time place preference assay, NpHR
mice displayed modest preference for the
photoinhibition-paired side of the chamber
compared with fluorophore [enhanced yel-
low fluorescent protein (eYFP)]-expressing
control mice (Fig. 3B). Photoinhibition did
not produce any detectable changes in lo-
comotion (Fig. 3C) or anxiety-related behavior
(fig. S8, A to F).
Animals were given concurrent access

to alcohol and water for three sessions to
establish a baseline level of alcohol intake
(Fig. 3D). On day 4, quinine was added to
the alcohol bottle only, and the quinine
concentration was increased across sessions
to assess alcohol intake in the face of pun-
ishment (Fig. 3E). During quinine sessions,
contacts on water or alcohol lickometers
triggered photoinhibition, intended to mimic
the inhibitory activity observed in compulsive
animals during alcohol licking (Fig. 2H).
Photoinhibition concomitant with licking
for the alcohol+quinine solution was suf-
ficient to induce a rightward shift in the
quinine concentration response curve, re-
sulting in a greater than twofold increase
in the IC50 of quinine compared with eYFP
controls (Fig. 3F) without affecting water
consumption (Fig. 3G). When alcohol spout
contacts were punished with foot shock
(Fig. 3H), photoinhibition again promoted
compulsive drinking (Fig. 3I and fig. S9, A
and B).
To determine whether photoinhibition

of mPFC-dPAG activity drives compulsive
drinking by increased reinforcing effects
of alcohol or decreased sensitivity to pun-
ishment, we measured each component in
isolation. Photoinhibition did not change
alcohol consumption in the absence of pun-
ishment (Fig. 3, J and K, and fig. S9, C and
D). To determine whether photoinhibition
altered responses to noxious stimuli in the
absence of reward, we photoinhibited mPFC-
dPAG synapses while animals’ tails were
immersed in 50°C water and found that
photoinhibition slowed latency to withdraw
(fig. S8, J to L). Photoinhibition did not
support intracranial self-stimulation (fig.
S8, G to I) and did not alter extinction of
operant alcohol self-administration (fig. S10).
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Fig. 4. Activation of mPFC-dPAG neurons mimics the effects of punishment on alcohol consumption.
(A) Strategy to activate mPFC-dPAG neurons. (B) A 20-Hz photostimulation of mPFC-dPAG neurons was
avoided in a real-time place avoidance task (unpaired t test, t(16) = 2.356, *p = 0.032). (C) Photostimulation did
not alter locomotion (unpaired t test, t(16) = 0.884, p = 0.39). (D) During test days, water or alcohol spout
contacts triggered photostimulation delivered at increasing intensities over days (10 to 130 mW/mm2).
During recovery sessions, no light was delivered. (E) Example alcohol lick event records. (F) Area under the light
power density curve was lower in ChR2 animals than in eYFP controls (unpaired t test, t(12) = 5.811, ***p =
0.0002). (G) Area under the light power density curve did not differ between ChR2 animals and eYFP controls
(unpaired t test, t(12) = 0.2834, p = 0.78). (H) AUC for alcohol licks during recovery sessions was decreased
in ChR2 animals compared with eYFP controls (unpaired t test, t(12) = 4.677, ***p = 0.0005). (I) AUC for
licks on the water spout during recovery sessions did not differ between ChR2 animals and eYFP controls
(unpaired t test, t(12) = 1.682, p = 0.1184). Error bars indicate ± SEM.
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We posit that photoinhibition drives compul-
sive drinking by disrupting the transmittance
of a punishment signal from the mPFC to
the dPAG. Whereas this circuit encodes the
aversive aspects of stimuli (24), it does not
appear to be specific to pain, given that qui-
nine functions as a punishment but is not a
nociceptive stimulus (Fig. 3).
To determine the behavioral impact of

driving excitatory activity in this circuit,
we bilaterally expressed channelrhodopsin-2
(ChR2) in mPFC-dPAG neurons and implanted
optic fibers over the mPFC (Fig. 4A and fig.
S11). The photostimulation-paired side was
avoided in a real-time place aversion assay
(Fig. 4B) without affecting locomotor ac-
tivity (Fig. 4C) or anxiety-related behavior
(fig. S12).
To test the effects of mPFC-dPAG activa-

tion on drinking, we again used a two-bottle
choice task in which contacts on either the
water or alcohol lickometer triggered photo-
stimulation (Fig. 4D). Alcohol and water
remained unadulterated throughout the
experiment, and the light power delivered to
drive photoexcitation was increased across
sessions (10 to 130 mW/mm2), followed by
recovery sessions without photostimulation
(Fig. 4E). Photostimulation was sufficient to
act as a punishment, producing light-power-
dependent decreases in licking for alcohol
(Fig. 4F) but not water (Fig. 4G), with lasting
decreases in alcohol consumptionduring recov-
ery (Fig. 4, H and I). Microstructural analysis
of licking behavior revealed photostimulation-
induced changes in bout structure and timing
(fig. S13). Photostimulation produced robust
and long-lasting decreases in front-loading
behavior (drinking a disproportionate amount
of alcohol during the initial portion of the ac-
cess period), a hallmark measure of addiction-
like behaviors (fig. S13, L and N).
In conclusion, we established a behav-

ioral model for multidimensional analysis
of drinking behaviors and their evolution
across time and with experience. We identi-
fied a cortical-brainstem circuit that serves as
both a biomarker and a circuit-specific cellu-
lar substrate for the development of compul-
sive drinking.
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mitigating or mimicking punishment signals.
development of compulsive drinking and a driver of its expression. It can bidirectionally control compulsive behavior by
and brainstem is central for the development of compulsive drinking. This circuit serves as both a biomarker for the 
the underlying neurobiological mechanism, they discovered that a discrete circuit between the medial prefrontal cortex
experience to produce compulsive drinking in a subset of mice (see the Perspective by Nixon and Mangieri). In search of 

 first established a behavioral measure to assess how predisposition interacts withet al.drinking disorder. Siciliano 
Most people are exposed to alcohol at some point in their lives, but only a small fraction will develop a compulsive
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